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Across

2. good jobs and a good education pull 

people from other countries

5. cows are farmed to give us milk, 

icecream, and yogurt

12. a restriction of behavior by a social 

custom

15. rate of births by 1000

17. the physical characteristic of a 

place

18. many people running from the war 

in Syria to other countries are called 

Syrian ...

20. the ... of ebola is somewhere in 

Africa

22. the act of dispersing or diffusing 

something, ideas, fashions, even people; 

the spread of social institutions from one 

society to another

23. paris france follows this rule do to 

france's small size, making it have one 

major city, despite the fact that france 

is a core country

24. I am ... because I speak English, 

Spanish, Portuguese, and I know ASL

25. the spread of similar looking 

landscapes, such as having a mcdonalds 

around the world is an example of

Down

1. you earn cash for what you grow

3. brazil, russia, india, china

4. the position of the taj mahal on the 

earth is 27.1750 degrees north and 

78.0422 degrees east

6. moving into a country from another

7. forces that unite a group of people

8. criminals are said to have no ... 

and morals

9. the time required for a population 

to double

10. animals are ... in order to be kept 

as pets or for farming

11. the belief and worship in more than 

one god or deity

13. exiting from a country to another

14. a nation that exists without a 

formalized state

16. many peripheral countries depend 

on this because of their history and 

architecture

19. everyone has their own ... and 

opinions

21. the ... laws of the US are being 

focused on more now due to the big 

increase in immigration


